Allow me starting my words by citing a public letter to the privy councilor
Seesselberg written by Julius POSENER in 1931. Therein, he comments the
“reform of higher education (equal to the letter’s title)” and writes: “Master
classes are not the last word to a possible academic reform. But they are the
first step to a first serious one.” He furthermore underlines how important it is
to overcome lecture separation and to promote close cooperation between
academic chairs. From his point of view corresponding success can be realized
by formulating practical relevant tasks. Consequently, separation will disappear
while connection benefits from project work.
What about today’s academic education? Many of us would still prefer
applying this principle of master classes. But: in Austria and from a judicial
point of view, university law from 2002 led this philosophy disappearing from
our academic world. Today, we speak about “studios” where only minor
pronounced or even no context to the principle of master classes is given. What
are now the essential characteristics of master classes? In brief: selected
students work on a formulated task for a specific time while they are
supervised by acknowledged professors. In fact, today’s academic organization
is far away from this aim. The selection of students is a taboo, or even
prohibited while studio supervision is commonly conducted “only” by
professors’ delegates. Furthermore, formulated tasks are often impractical and
pompous, being supervised with regard to a specific topic instead of following
an interdisciplinary idea.
In the frame of this event I don’t want to go more in detail about the reasons
for this situation. I would rather take the opportunity to thank proHolz Austria,
namely Christoph Kulterer, Georg Binder and Marusa Retuznik. They enabled
master class revival beyond the educational structure focusing on ECTS related
courses. The success confirms proHolz Austria and all other participants. Not
only students from Maribor and Zagreb could benefit from this cooperation of
three selected universities but also professorship from different universities
and faculties performed a good collaboration, led by the idea of an
interdisciplinary learning from each other and respecting themselves and their
specific topic. I want to express my sincere gratitude to all colleagues for the
time we spent together and congratulate all students to their results. Let us
hope that this was not the first and last international master class with focus on
timber engineering and we may continue with this idea.

